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Introduction
 
The following instructions are directed to authors of papers submitted to PhML 2012 or accepted for publication in the PhML 2012 Proceedings.  All authors are required to adhere to these specifications. Authors are required to provide a pdf-file of their paper together with its source rtf-file for papers prepared with MS Word.  

1.  General instructions 

Start all pages (beside the first page) directly under the top margin. See guidelines in the pdf-file “PhML_2012.pdf” regarding formatting the first page. Submission should be prepared in one-column format with no headers/footers and no page numbers. The length of a submitted paper should be at least four (4), maximum eight (8) pages, including tables, figures, references and appendices.

1.1.  Resources available at PhML 2012 WebSite
At the conference WebSite, there is “Authors' Guidelines” which provides this instructions in LaTeX2e source tex-file “PhML_2012.tex'', in the pdf-file “PhML_2012.pdf”, and in rtf-file “PhML_2012.rtf” you are reading, along with the LaTeX2e style file “PhML_2012.sty”
and BiBTeX bib-file “PhML_2012.bib”, and MS Word template file “PhML_2012.dot”. 
   We strongly recommend the use of these LaTeX files, which have been appropriately tailored for the PhML 2012 Proceedings. For those who prepares a paper with MS Word, the template file (PhML_2012.dot) is also available at the same address. In this case, we strongly recommend the use the “Microsoft Equation 3.0 for Microsoft Word 2003” when writing mathematical formulas. 


1.1.1.  Format of electronic submission
The PhML 2012 Proceedings will be processed by using the authors' source tex-file and bib-file, or by using the authors' source rtf-file. These files (*.tex and *.bib, or *.rtf) should be submitted with the pdf-file, and resubmitted in the final form if a paper requires revision before being accepted for publication.
   For papers prepared with MS Word, the pdf-file may be generated from source rtf-file; for example, in Open Office one may simply convert rtf-file to pdf-file by choosing File>Export as PDF.
   If you have a problem to meet these requirements, please contact as soon as possible the Organizing Committee at PhML_2012@pdmi.ras.ru

2.  Layout 

Format manuscripts in the manner these instructions are formatted by using the MS Word template file (PhML_2012.dot) available at the conference WebSite. For more information concerning layout, see general instructions in pdf-file “PhML_2012.pdf”.
   There is below an example of references’s list formatted in the apacite style.
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